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1bis Agreement is made between the County of Fulton, hereinafter referred to as the
"Employer"and CSEA, Inc. Local #1000 AFSCME, AFL-CIO, CSEA Local #818, Fulton Co.
General Unit,hereinaftereferredto as "CSEA". .
.PREAMBLE
It shall be the public policy of the County of Fulton and the purpose of this Agreement to
promote harmonious and cooperative relationships between the County of Fulton and its employees,
and to protect the public by. assuring, at all times, the orderly and uninterru~ted operations and
functions of government. The Employer and the CSEA agree that all terms and conditions of this
Agreement shall be applied without regard to race, religion, national origin, sex or age.
~
ARTICLE I
Recognition
. SECTION1.
A. The Employer recognizes CSEA as the sole and exclusive representative for all the
employees in the Unitdescribed in Article II. The Employer shall furnish members of the bargaining
unit with copies of this Agreement.
B. Excluded from the bargaining unit are temporary employees, who shall be defined as
employees who are hired for a specific reason, or a specific duration of time of six months or less.
After six consecutive months of employment, a temporary employee shall be placed in the
bargaining unit and shall be eligible for benefits. The employee's seniority date will commence on
the date that the employee is placed in the bargaining unit.
C. A part-time employee who is identified as a line item in the budget, and whose job
title is set forth in the definition of the bargaining unit as contained in Article II of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement, who has worked for twenty-six (26) consecutive weeks, during twenty-two
(22) weeks of which twenty-six (26) weeks they have wQrked twelve (12) or more hours, shall be
members of the bargaining unit. Once within the bargaining unit, such a part-time employee shall
continue to be in the bargaining unit unless and until he or she works fewer than twelve (12) hours
for twenty (20) or more weeks during any subsequent six (6) month period. Part-time employees
shall not be entitled to any benefits unless specified herein.
SECTION 2.
CSEA shall have exclusive payroll deductions of membership dues and insurance premiums
for employees and no other e~ployee organization shall be accorded any such payroll deduction
privilege throughout the unchallenged representation period. The Employer shall deduct from the
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wages of those employees who sign such authorization permitting such payroll deduction.
SECTION 3.
The Employer agrees to deduct from the wages of all non-CSEA members within the
bargaining unit, an Agency Shop Fee in the amount of dues levied by CSEA. Such sums shall be
transmitted to CSEA, 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York. The Employer shall not be
liable to any employee for any deduction made pursuant to this Section and CSEA agrees to save and
hold the Employer harmless, including legal fees and other reasonable and }\ecessary expenses,
against any claim whatsoever arising out of the deduction and transmittal of the Agency Shop Fee.
The Employer agrees to cooperate with CSEA in its compliance with the advance reduction/refund
requirements of applicable law by furnishing CSEA with the names and addresses of Agency Shop
Fe~j)ayers and assisting CSEA in locating Agency Shop Fee payers in the event that CSEA is unable
to locate them.
.
SECTION 4.
CSEA affinns that it will not institute a strike against the Employer, will not assist or
participate in any strike and it will not impose an obligation upon its members to conduct, assist or
participate in such a strike. Should any of the preceding occur, including any form of "job action",
the CSEA and its officers will publicly instruct its members to carry out the terms of the agreement
and to perform their duties in the usual manner.
ARTICLE II
Collective Bargaining Agreement
The bargaining unit shall consist of all employees of the Employer, exclusive of those
employees who are members of the Nursing Unit, Sheriffs Unit, and those specified in Appendix A.
No employee excluded :tromthis Agreement, shall perform duties normally performed by members
of the bargaining unit, except in an emergency or when available, qualified employees are utilized.
ARTICLE HI
Compensation
SECTION 1.
The wage schedule for the term of this Agreement is attached and made a part of this
Agreementas AppendixB.
A. There shall be an across-the-board salary increase for all employees as defined in the
2
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wage schedule attached as Appendix B as follows:
Effective January 1,2002 3%
Effective January 1, 2003 3%
Effective April 1, 2004 2%
The starting rate for each job title. will be adjusted to reflect 85% of the one year rate.
_ 1. Employees with one or more year's of service within a job title shall receive the one
year rate specified in Appendix B. Employees who are accreted to the bargaining unit pursuant to
the Stipulation of Settlement in PERB Case No. CP-460, shall receive the one year salary rate after
completion of an equivalent number of full-time hours for the position held. (For example, part-time
employees octupying a forty (40) hour per week position shall receive the one year rate after
working 2080 hours; part...timeemployees occupying a 37 ~ hour position shall receive the one year
rate after working 1950 hours; part-time employees occupying a 35 hour per week position shall
receiye the one year rate after working 1820 hours). Part...timeemployees who are accreted to the
bargaining unit herein shall be given credit for hours work prior to accretion. Part-time employees
shall receive the negotiated wage increases.
2. Employees who are on the payroll.on the date that the Fulton .County Board of
Supervisors ratifies the Memorandum of Agreement, or who have retired between the effective date
of the Agreement and the date of ratification shall receive retroactive pay, so.long as the employee is
entitled to no less than $25.00.
B. Longevity Pay
1. Full-time employees with one or.more year's of service will receive longevity
compensation at the rate of $50.00 per year of service, calculated from the rU'st anniversary date of
employment. Commencing on an employee's tenth year of service, the longevity shall be increased
to $100.00 per year.
Effective January 1, 2004, the longevity schedule shall be modified as follows:
. Full-time employees with one (1) or more ye~s of service will receive
longevity compensation of$50.00 per year of service calculated from the first
anniversary date of employment.
3
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. Commencing on an employee's sixth (6th)year of service, the longevity shall
be increased to $100.00 per year.
. Commencing on an employee's eleventh (11 th)year of service, the longevity
shall be $150.00 per year.
. Commencing on an employee's sixteenth (~6th)year of service, the longevity
shall be $200.00 per year.
The longevity increases shall not be' payable retroactive to -the employee's first year of
employment, but shall be payable prospectively from the 6th,11th,and 16thyear of service.
..-.
2. Longevity compensation shall be adjusted twice a year:
Anniversary Date: January 1st to June 30th: '
Anniversary Date: July 1st to December 31 st:
January
July
C. All employees shall be paid on the basis of26 pay periods per year.
SECTION 2. Uniform Allowance
A. All employees in the bargaining unit required by the County'to wear duty uniforms
shall receive a uniform allowance of $275.00 per year. In lieu thereof, employees of the Highway
Department, Buildings and Grounds, and Solid Waste Department shall receive uniforms through a
vendor selected by the County, which uniform must be worn while on duty. Employees of the
Highway Department, Buildings and Grounds Department, and Solid Waste Department shall
receive an annual allowance for the purchase of work boots, which work boots must be worn while
on duty, when appropriate as determined by the Department Head. In order to receive the $50.00
allowance, employees must submit a voucher evidencing purchase of the work boots. Effective
January 1, 2002, employees of the Highway Department, Buildings and Grounds and Solid Waste
shall receive $100.00 for the purchase of a winter jacket, which must be worn while on duty.
Thereafter, employees shall receive $100.00 every two (2) years for the purchase of a winter jacket.
In order to receive the $100.00, employees must submit proof of purchase of the jacket. All
uniforms and outer wear, including winter jackets, must identify the employee as an employee of
Fulton County. In order to receive a uniform allowance, the employee must have worked (been on
the payroll) fifty percent (50%) of the time during the prior six (6) month period. New employees
shall receive pro rata uniform allowance for the year in which they are hired.
B. New hires shall not be entitled to receive the uniform allowance until they have been
employed for six months. At the completion of six months of continuous employment, the employee
shall receive the retroactive pro rata uniform allowance so long as the employee was on the payroll, ,
4
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fifty percent (50%) of the time.
C. Uniform allowance for all the above will be dispensed on an off-pay week in the
following manner:
1. Employees shall receive one-half of the uniform allowance on or about January 15th
and one-half of the uniform allowance on or about July 1st of each year of the collective bargaining
agreement. Official uniforms shall be worn on"duty at all times.
SECTION 3. Miscellaneous Compensation
A. Mileage Allowance
no,
1. An allowance identical with the Internal Revenue Service reimbmsement rate shall be
granted to those employees for the use of their personal car, when on County business. Changes in
the reimbursement rate shall be applied prospectively.
2. Home Health Aides will be paid mileage from home to first call and from last call to
home when so dispatched. Aides will not be paid from home to office or office to home.
B. All employees shall receive a guaranteed four (4) hours pay straight time for"
"emergency" call-in. All time worked shall be charged againstthe four (4) hours guaranteedpay.
C.
entire shift.
Those employees called in to cover "shiftu assignment shall be compensated for the
D. Premium Pay
1. The shift differential of $.40 per hour shall be paid to all members of the bargaining
unit. The shift differential shall be paid only for hours worked.
2. Effective January 1, 2002, the sum of$4.00 in premium pay will be paid to licensed
practical nurses, certified nurses aides, maintenance worker at RHCF, kitchen and housekeeping
personnel for any eight hour tour of duty worked on a Saturday or Sunday. Effective January 1,
2003, the premium pay shall be increased to $4.50. Effective January 1,2004, the premium pay
shall be increasedto $5.00. "
3. Employees required to work the hours of7:00 p.m. to midnighton Christmas Eve or
New Year's Eve shall receive an additional $.15 per hour.
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E. Meal Allowance
1. ~way. DuUdin!s and Grounds and Solid Waste Departments
The County shall provide an $8.00 meal allowance when Highway, Buildings and Grounds
or Solid Waste employees work eleven (11) continuous hours and an additional $5.00 when the'
number of continuous hours exceed fifteen (15), in any twenty-four (24) hour period, midnight to
. midnight, indicatingthree (3) and seven (7) hours of overtime.
2. Department of Social Services
Employees of the DSS who are required to start work three (3) hours prior to their normal
s~g time will be eligible for reimbursement for breakfast. The employee must submit
appropriate vouchers and receipts.
F. "On Call" Pay for Caseworken
The following rates shall prevail for Caseworkers in the Social Services Department when
required to Registry Call Standby as follows:
Weekend $60.00
September through June
.
Friday 5:00 p.m. through Monday 9:00 a.m.
July 1st through Labor Day
Friday 4:00 p.m. through Monday 9:00 a.m.
Weekday/
Holiday $20.00
September through June
Monday through Thursday 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 a.m.
July 1st through Labor Day
Monday through Thursday 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 a.m~, .
Weekday $15.00
September through June
Monday through Thursday 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 a.m.
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July 1st through Labor Day
Monday through Thursday 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 a.m.
G. Out-of- Title Compensation
When an employee is assigned the duties ordinarily done by a person in a higher job
classification for four continuous hours, said employee will receive the pay due that title for the time
worked in the following manner, retroactive to the start of the out-of-title work:
1.
2.
One or more year's of service
Less than one year of service
one year rate
starting rate
~..
H. Payroll
1. All employees shall have their pay lagged by one (1) week. Employees whose salary
is to be lagged may elect to have the lag taken from the retroactive payor the use of accruals, which
will not include sick leave. The employee must elect, in writing, on a form provided by the County,
within thirty (30) days following ratification of the Memorandum of Agreement by the Board of
Supervisors, if the pay is to be from the retroactive payor accruals. If the employee does not make
such an election, the lag shall be taken from the retroactive pay.
If the retroactive paycheck or the accruals do not contain sufficient funds to cover the entire
lag, the employee must elect one of the following options to cover the balance owed: the employee
will pay the County in cash, or the County will deduct one day's pay (or portion thereof) from one
payroll period per month until the balance owed is collected .
If it is determined by the Personnel Department that there are insufficient funds to collect the
lag from the retroactive paycheck or accruals, the employee will be notified in writing of how much
still needs to be collected. The employee will then have ten (10) working days from the notification
to select how the unpaid balance will be collected. If the employee fails to respond in writing to the
Personnel Department within the ten (10) day time frame with his/her election, the Personnel
Department will automatically collect the unpaid balance by deducting on~ day's pay (or portion'
thereof) from one payroll period per month until the balance owed is collected.
ARTICLE IV
Workday, Workweek and Overtime
SECTION 1.
AI. The work week for employees in County offices shall be from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00
p.m. with a lunch period of not more than one hour unless, by mutual agreement of tne Department
7
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Head or designee and the employee, a different schedule is agreed to. All County offices having two
or more employees shall arrange the lunch hour period so that the County office involved is open
during the above business hours. During the months of July and August (July 1st through Labor
Day), the business hours of the County offices shall be from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Coffee breaks
shall be limited to two in any work day, not to exceed 15 minutes for each. .Flexible work schedules
are encouraged where the needs of the department will be enhanced which may include, the flexing
of an employee's daily work schedule mutually agreed to by the employee and the department head
or designee.
\
Except in an emergency, full-time employees who work a thirty-five (35) hour work week
shall be required to take a one (I) hour unpaid lunch, which shall not be taken to shorten the work
day.
-.
Except in an emergency, full-time employees who work a forty (40) hours work week shall
be required to take a one-half (1/2) hour unpaid lunch, which shall not be taken to shorten the work
day. .
Excluded from this provision are those positions entitled to receive a paid lunch (titles listed
in Article IV, Section I.A.2).
.
A2. Residential Health Care Facility Lunch Break
Effective January 1,2000, the following titles at the Residential Health Care Facili shall
receive either a one-half (1/2) hour or one (1) hour unpaid lunch, with the approval of the
Department Head:
Senior Account Clerk
Principal Account Clerk.
Account Clerk
Typist
Inventory Clerk
Medical Records Technician
Laundry Worker
Cleaner
Maintenance Mechanic
Maintenance Worker
Laborer
Housekeeper
Effective January 1, 2000, the following titles at the Residential Health Care Facili shall
receive a one-half (1/2) hour paid lunch:
8
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Social Work Assistant
Ward Clerk
Pharmacy Aide
Physical Therapy Assistant
Occupational Therapy Assistant
Activity Aide
Activity Leader
Dietetic Technician
LPN
Nurse Aides
Cook
Food Service Helper
\ .
B1. Highway Department Work Schedule
(i) The Highway Department workday shall be eight (8) hours (6 -2:30 Highway
Maintenance only), exclusive of a one-half hour lunch period. If scheduling changes are deemed
necessary by the Superintendent of Highways, he shall call for a labor-management meeting to
discuss the need for such change, presenting justification in support of such change and develop a
schedulesatisfactoryto all concerned. .
(ii) During the period December 1st through March 31st, the Highway Department
Superintendent may institute alternative work schedules for the purpose of snow and ice control.
When the alternative work schedule is made effective, the work schedule for Highway Department
employees assigned to snow and ice control (including mechanics and trail maintenance) shall be as
follows:
a.
b.
The day shift will begin at 6:00 a.m. and end at 2:30 p.m. The afternoon shift
will begin at 10:00 a.m. and end at 6:00 p.m. Afternoon shift employees will
be assigned on the basis of titles needed to staff the shift and by seniority in
the department.
Notice to employees can be given by requiring employees to call in and
receive instructions by a pre-recorded message.
Afternoon shift employees who work the hours from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
will receive shift differential at the rate of $.40 per hour.
(Hi) Effective on or about November 1, 1995, the Highway Department work schedule
shall be as follows:
.9
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Time of Year Work Hours Lunch
. When 2 Shifts
are operational
6:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
11 :00 -11 :30.
1:30 - 2:00
Balance of Work Year 6:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 11 :00 - 11 :30
Coffee Break. During the term of this agreement, employees shall take their coffee breaks as
follows: "
1at shift 6:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
i
1/4 "hour coffee break at
approximately 9:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m.
..... 2nd Shifts 6:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday through Friday 1/4 hour coffee break at
approximately 9:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday 1/4 hour coffee break at
1:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
combined ~ hour lunch!
coffee break .
Lunch. One-half hour (11 :00 to 11:30 a.m.) - exact starting time is decision of supervisor
depending on scope of work in progress at that time. Depending on job location a diner may not be
close enough to travel to, eat, and return to the job site in one-half hour. Employees have to
understand this and plan accordingly. Employees working in garage or leaving the premises at lunch
time should punch out/in.
There will be times throughout year when employees will be requested to work through their
lunch and thus receive overtime pay to do so.
(iv)
" HighwavDepartment Snow and Ice Removal
In the event that there is an inadequate response from Highway employees for snow and ice
removal, the Superintendent may utilize temporary, part-time, or other non-bargaining unit
employees. Prior to utilizing temporary, part-time or other non-County employees, employees of the
Highway Department shall be offered the assignment, regardless of shift assignment. In no event
shall Highway Department employees plow for more than twelve (12) continuous hours.
(v) (4) 10 Hour Day Workweek-Highway Department
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At the sole discretion of the Highway Superintendent, the County may implement a four (4)
day work week (four IO-hour work days) which may be discontinued at the sole discretion of the
Superintendent. The detennination of the Highway Superintendent as to' the implementation and
continuance of the four day work week is final and shall not be subject to the grievance procedure.
When Highway Department employees are working a 4 10-hour day work schedule, and a
holiday falls during Monday through Friday, employees will be granted 8 hours of holiday pay but
must also use 2 hours of accrued time (vacation, compensatory, or personal leave) in order to receive
a full I 0 hours of pay. If a holiday falls on Friday, the preceding Thursday will Qedesignated as the
holiday. Employees working the four 10-hour day workweek shall receive one-half (1/2) hour for
lunch (Noon to 12:30), and breaks at approximately 9:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m., and 2:00 p.m. to 2:15
p.m.
....
CI. Solid Waste Work Schedule. The workday for employees of the Department of Solid
Waste, except those employed at the transfer stations, shall commence between the hours of6:00
a.m. and 9:00 a.m. The workday for non-office personnel shall be eight hours per day, with one-half
hour for lunch. The workday for Recycling Facility employees shall be a ten hour day, Tuesday
througli Friday. The workday for office personnel, except the employee assigned to scale operations,
shall be seven hours per day with one hour for lunch. Work schedules may be changed, except in an
, emergency, upon reasonable notice and consultation with the affected employees. The hours of
operation at the transfer stations, and the workday for the Transfer Station Attendants shall be
determined by the County. Employees shall be given reasonable notice, except in an emergency, of
any changes in work schedules.
(
C2. Ten Hour Work Schedule for Recycling Facility. Employees of the Recycling
Facility, with the exception of the Maintenance Mechanic, who shall work the normal five day work
schedule shall have a work week from Tuesday through Friday, 6:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., one-halfhour
lunch period, with a morning 15 minute break and an afternoon 15 minute break. Such breaks shall
be mandatory and may not be combined.
Christmas, Independence Day, New Year's Day, and Thanksgiving will be fixed holidays at
ten hours holiday pay per holiday. If one of these holidays falls on a Monday, the employee would
be provided with ten hours of holiday pay at straight time in addition to the employee's forty hours
of regular pay. '
Employees shall be credited at the beginning of each calendar quarter with fourteen hours of
floating holiday time. A minimum often hours holiday time credit must be used within ninety days.
A maximum offour hours can be carried over from one quarter to the next. A maximum of eighteen
hours of floating holiday time can be accumulated within any given quarter. As a general rule, all
floating holiday time must be exhausted by the end of the year; however, if an employee requests
floating holiday time during the last quarter of the year, and the request is denied, the floating
holiday time will be added to the employee's vacation accruals. Any employee who does not request
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floating holiday time and is left with the balance at the end of the year shall lose those remaining
hours. .
Sick leave shall be earned at eight hours per month. Employees must use ten hours of sick
. leave if absent for an entirework day.
Vacation shall be earned per Article VI, Section 1 of the Collective Barg"aining Agreement.
All requests for time off must ensure that an employee utilizes benefit time which results in ten hours
of pay per day.
The County reserves the right to revert to a five day per week work schedule, if operational
needs of the Solid Waste Department require such a change. The continuance of the four day work
we~k is at the County's sole discretion and any reversion back to a five day schedule is not subject to
the grievanceprocedure.
.
D. Work schedules established by the collective bargaining agreement may be changed
when operational needs require, upon two weeks notice, except in an emergency. Prior to the
change, the County will meet and confer with the local president, the appropriate .unitpresident, and
the affected employee or employees. When changes in work schedules are necessary, the County
. will initially seek qualified volunteers. If the needs of the County cannot be met by qualified
volunteers, then the least-senior quaUfied employee shall be assigned.
SECTION 2. Overtime Pay
A. Employees shall receive time and one-half for overtime in excess of seven (7) hours
per day (35 hours per week), eight (8) hours per day (forty (40) hours per week), except that
employees in the Residential Health Care Facility shall receive time and one-half for overtime in
excess of seven (7), eight (8) or eighty (80) hours in a payroll period. Those employees working 35
hour workweeks will be paid time and one-half for the period worked in excess of 35 hours to 40
hours, inclusive, before being eligible for compensatory time option.
B. Employees may elect to receive compensatory time off in lieu of overtime for hours
worked in excess of 40 hours per work week, with the consent of the department head involved.
Employees may accumulate a maximum of 45 hours compensatory time off (30 hours of actual
work).
C. . No employee shall work overtime hours without the express prior consent of the
department head..
.
D.
it is earned.
Payment for overtime hours worked shall be made in the next pay period after which
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E. All overtime work shall be performed by employees within their title with such
overtimebeing as equitably distributedas possible. Only employeeshaving the ability to'perform
-theworkwillreceivesuchovertime. .
F. Highway Deparbnent employees working the day shift will be paid time and one-half
for all overtime worked pertaining to snow and ice control before the hours of 6:00 a.m. and after
2:30 p.m. on an emergency call-in basis. Highway Department employees who are assigned to the
afternoon shift for the purposes of snow and ice, shall be paid time and one-half for all overtime
hours worked after eight hours in a work day and 40 hours in a work week.
O. Highway Department employees ~ll be paid double time on Thanksgiving,
ChristmasandNewYear'sDay,assumingtheyworked. '. .
....
H. Except as otherwise provided in the Agreement (Le., emergency callouts), overtime
shall be paid at time and one-half (1 ~) for actual time worked.
SECTION 3. Overtime Scheduling
For the purposes of making overtime assignments, department heads may e~tablish two
overtime lists. The initial list to be canvassed shall contain the names of qualified volunteers, by
seniority, and shall be canvassed by continuous rotation. The. second list shall consist of an .
involuntary/mandatory overtime list established by inverse order of seniority which shall be
canvassed if there are not enough qu~ified volunteers. to staff the operational needs of the
department. The involuntary/mandatory overtime list shall be canvassed by continuous rotation.
The parties agree to discuss in-labor management, the implementation of the overtime lists for each
County department
SECTION 4.
An employee who has begun to work his/her regularly scheduled work day shall not be
required to split the work day to avoid the payment of overtime.
SECTION S. Shift Assignment/Position Vacancies
All vacancies for permanen~ positions covered .by this collective bargaining agreement shall
be posted for a minimum of ten work days in all County Departments.
All permanent County employees will be allowed to bid for vacant permanent positions
whenever they meet the established minimum qualifications for the position vacancy.
Whenever possible positions will be filled as far as practicable by qualified employees within
the Department where the vacancy exists.
13
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The Deparbnent Head shall consider the operational needs of the Department and such
typical but not exhaustive selection criteria as a candidate's time and attendance record, job
performance appraisal (when available), disciplinary problems, training and experience, ability to
perform the job duties and responsibilities satisfactorily, and does the candidate meet the established
Civil Service minimum qualifications.
When candidates are deemed equally qualified by the Department Head, Department
seniorityshallprevailandshallbe usedto breakthe tie. .
Provisions of New York State Civil Service Law and the Civil Service Rules oftbe Fulton
County Department of Personnel shall govern all appointments to positions in the classified service.
.-.
SECTION 6. Training Seminars
In-service training seminars requiring additional hours of work past the normal day and
additional mileage will.be fully compensated for at overtime rates of pay (Federal or State mandated
only). .
SECTION 7.
The County shall post work schedules at a reasonable amount of time in advance.
ARTICLE V
Holidays
SECTION 1. Holidays
All full-time employees shall be granted the following legal holidays with pay:
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Labor Day
Lincoln's Birthday (floating holiday)
Washington's Birthday
Independence Day
Columbus Day
Memorial Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day After Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
When a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be the day observed as the
holiday. When a holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be observed.
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Except for employees at the Residential Health Care Facility. Lincoln's Birthday shall be a
floating holiday. Employees shall be required to work on Lincoln's Birthday at their normal rate of
pay, unless on approved leave. Washington's Birthday shall be celebrated as President's Day.
Employees who work on Lincoln's Birthday shall receive a floating holiday. The floating holiday
must be used within ninety (90) calendar days of Lincoln's Birthday. The floating holiday shall be
taken with the approval of the Department Head. It; due to operational needs, the employee cannot
use the floating holiday within the designated period, the floating holiday shall be taken at another
time, with the approvalof the DepartmentHead. .
\ .
.
Employees shall not be permitted to cash-out accrued holidays unless the holiday time is
denied by the Department Head, so long as the request for the holiday time is made thirty (30) days
in advance. This shall apply to holiday time earned after ratification of the Memorandum of
A~ement by the Boardof Supervisors.
. SECTION 2. Part-time Employees
Regular part-time employees, when excused from work on a holiday from a formally
scheduledtour of duty, will be paid on a holiday allowanceon a pro-ratedbasis.
SECTION 3. Work on a Holiday
An employee who is required to work on a day designated as a holiday pursuant to Section 1
shall be compensated as follows:
a. Residential Health Care Facility employees governed by Article III, Section 3D(2)
shall receive an additional $7.00 for each eight (8) hour tour of duty worked, plus an
additional day off in lieu of the holiday, except that said employees who work on
Thanksgiving Day or Christmas Day (December 2S~ shall receive time and one-half
(1 ~) for hours worked, plus an additional day off in lieu of the holiday.
b. Highway Department employees shall receive an additional time and one-half for
each hour worked, except for Thanksgiving, Chri~tmas and New Year's Day, in
which case the employee shall receive an additional double time for each hour
worked.
c. All other employees shall receive an additional half-time for each hour worked, plus
additional equivalent time off for each hour worked.
d. Employees at the Residential Health Care Facility may electto work on a holiday
with the consent of their Supervisor, in which case the employee will receive their
regular compensation and will be entitled to another day off.
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e. All additional days off in lieu of holidays shall be taken with the approval of the
employee's immediate supervisor.
ARTICLE VI
Vacation, Sick Leave and Other Leave Regulations
SECTION 1. Vacation
\
A. All employees shall be entitled to vacation with pay based on their years of service
and employmentas follows:
.
1. o - 1 years of service Employee who completes six months
of service shall be credited with six
days of vacation and one day .per
month thereafter.
-
2. Service of more than one year
but less than five years One day per month
3. Service of more than five years
but less than ten years 1 1/4 day per month
4. Service of more than ten years
but less than fifteen years 1 1/2 day per month
5. Service of more than fifteen years 2 days per month
B. Employee vacation requests are encouraged to be submitted by March 1st of each
year on an appropriate form. The Department Head shall respond to the vacation request by March
15th. At all times~vacation approvals shall be based upon the operational needs of the Department.
Once approved, an employee's vacation cannot be displaced by a more senior employee.
Subsequent vacation requests may be submitted, but shall be subject to the operational needs of the
Department.
c.
accrual.
Vacations may be accumulated from year to year to. a maximum of eighteen months
D. County seniority shall be used for preferential scheduling of vacation time, subject to
the needs and approval of the department head. Other than paragraph B above, all vacation requests
must be either granted or denied within ten (10) working days. Once approved, an employee's
vacation cannot be displaced by a more senior employee. Residential Health Care Facilitv -
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Assignment of vacation time shall be made at the times desired by the employee to the extent
practicable in'the light of needs of the Residential Health Care Facilitv. In the event more Unit
employees request the same vacation time off per shift than can be reasonably spared for operating
within the Unit, vacation time off will be granted to such employees who can reasonably be spared
'by the department head in order of seniority.
Seniority shall be defined as service from original date of employment less any break in
service not exceeding one year.
E. Employees may sell back to the County up to forty (40) hours of earned vacation in
each year of the Contract. In order to be eligible for the vacation sell back, the employee must have
reached his/her maximum vacation accrual and have requested vacation and have had such request'
deJ1iedby the Deparbnent Head. The Department Head shall forward the request for sell back to the
, Personnel Department. If approved by the Personnel Department, payment shall be made within
three (3) payroll periods. Employees may not sell back more than forty (40) hours of vacation in any
calendaryear. This provision shall be effectiveJanuary 1,2000. '
F. Upon termination of employment, an employee shall receive payment for any unused
vacation days.
SECTION 2. Sick Leave
Absence of 'full-time employees by reason of sickness or disability shall be allowed as
follows:
A. A full-time employee may be granted sick leave for an absence due to sickness or
disability at the rate of one day for 'each successive month of service,' which sick leave may be
accumulatedup to a maximumof 165days. .
B. Sick leave shall mean absence for an illness which prohibits an employee from
performing hislher normal duties and is sufficient to confine the employee home, except for doctor's
appointments and necessary visits to a pharmacy for the purpose of filling prescriptions. Sick leave
may be used by an employee for regularly scheduled doctor and dental appointments.
c. Upon becoming sick or disabled, an employee shall be granted his accumulated,
unused sick leave with pay, for the period of dis~bility.
,D. Notification of sick leave must be within one hour of beginning of work day, but not
later than 15 minutes after the normal starting time. Employees who do not call in as required shall
receive one oral warning of said violation. After receiving one oral warning, the employee will be
docked up to four hours of pay, at the department head's discretion for subsequent violations. This
shall not preclude discipline when warranted.
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E. Sick leave accumulation shall be canceled upon the termination of employment,
except in the event of retirementunder RetirementPlait 75-i, when any unused sick leave will be
appliedto provide increasedretirement benefits in accordancewith State regulations.
F. An.employee who by virtue of contracting a work-related communicable disease must
be isolated or quarantined shall be granted leave with pay during the period of isolation or
quarantine. An employee who becomes ill by virtue of ajob-mandated inoculation and is unable to
perform the duties of his/her position shall be granted leave with pay during\ the period of such
illness without charge to accumulated leave time.
.0. The department head may require a physician's certificate for any absence of more
th~ two days. Where the illness or disability is of long duration, a physician's certificate will be
required for each 30 calendar days of continued absence. In any case, the employee may be required
by the department head to undergo an examination by a physician to determine if the illness is bona
fide.
H. . Sick leave with pay will be granted for absence due to illness in the employee's
"immediate family" provided such illness requires the care of the employee. The term "immediate
family" shall mean parents, spouse, child, brother or sister of the employee, or stepchildren or
stepparents who live in the employee's household.
I. Sick leave may not be used in increments of less than one-quarter hour..
J. Where an employee has demonstrated a pattern use of sick leave, the employee shall
be counseled by the supervisor and/or department head, and shall be notified in writing that the
employee may be required to provide a doctor's certificate for each future absence. At the end of six
(6) months, if the pattern ceases, as determined by the Department Head, the employee shall not be
required to continue to bring in a doctor's note. The employee shall be notified in writing, with a
copy to the Unit President; whether or not the requirement shall be continued. During the period that
the employee is required to bring in a note, if the employee fails to bring in a note within two (2)
working days of the absence, the employee shall not be paid for the day.
K. Effective January 1, 2002, employees who do not use any sick leave in a calendar
quarter shall be paid $75.00, which shall be payable in the second payroll period in July (for the first
two quarters of the calendar year), and January of the succeeding year (for the second two quarters in
a calendar year). An employee who does not use any sick leave in a calendar year shall be paid an
additional $100.00 for an annual total of$400.00~ which shall be paid in the second payroll period in
January of the succeeding year. .
L. The parties agree to discuss in labor management the transfer of sick leave from
employees to other employees who have exhausted their sick leave accruals and who incur a
catastrophicinjury or illness.
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SECTION 3. Workers' Compensation
When an employee receives compensation under the Workers' CompenSation Law, he may
elect in writing whether he wishes to receive sick leave pay during the period of disability, in lieu of
Workers' Compensation benefits. Should the employee so elect, such sick leave shall be charged
against his accumulated sick leave.
SECTION 4. Death in Family
A full-time employee who is absent from duty for reason of death in the "immediate family"
shall receive pay for up to a total of five days each year, such dates dating from the death of the
relative. If such days exceed the five days in anyone year, those excess days shall be charged to sick
.lea~e provided the employee has such accumulated sick leave days.
The term "immediate family" shall mean parents, parents-in-law, spouse, child, brother,
sister, grandparents, grandchildren, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, stepchildren and stepparents.
. SECTION 5. Leaves of Absence Without Pay
Applications for leave without pay, for any of the reasons cited herein, shall be filed by the
employee with the department head. The application shall state the reason for the requested leave
and the duration. If approved by the department head, the application shall be forwarded to the
Personn~l Committee. The Personnel Committee shall either apProve or deny the reQuestedleave. If
the leave is approved, the employee shall have the right to return to the same or equivalent position
as held prior to such leave.
A. Maternity Leave
1. The request for maternity leave will be initiated by the employee to the department
head, as has been past practice, indicating the last day of work. The department head will
acknowledge receipt of the request.
2. The employee will, in the 6th to 8th week following the birth of the child, contact the
department head and upon submission of notice and proof of claim under the Fulton County
Disability Plan, indicate one of the following:
a. Ability to return to work as maternity disability has been concluded.
b. Need for an extension of leave for maternity or other medical reasons
supportedby physician's statementand anticipatedduration.
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c. Request for extension of leave for other reasons which may temporarily
preclude the employee's ability to return to the job site. This request must
also identify an anticipated time frame.
The lengths of leave for medical reasons will be of duration that is deemed necessary by
appropriate medical authorities rather than governed by an amount of sick time accruals.
B. Leave Because of Extended Illness
\
1. When an employee has exhausted all of his /her sick leave credits-and is still unable to
work, or if the attending physician has recommended a period of rest -and convalescence, the
employee may request a leave of absence, up to one year, from the department head. -
.....
2. An employee substituting for another employee during a vacation period or leave of
absence will be paid the same rate of compensation he/she received prior to his substitution, unless
the leave of absence is approved and granted for a period of one year.
c. Leave for Educational Purposes
Employees may be granted a leave of absence without pay with prior approval of the
department head for a period of up to two years for the purpose of acquiring additional education and
training that will increase the usefulness and efficiency of the employee in his/her position. Requests
must include specifics of degree in cuniculum.
D. Leave to Serve in Another Position in the County Service
Leave of absence without pay for up to one (1) year may be granted to an employee to enable
the employee to serve temporarily or provisionally in another position. In an exceptional case, an
extensionfor up to one (1) year may be granted. .
E. Leave for Other Reasons
Leave of absence without pay for reasons other than those cited herein may be granted in
unusual circumstances.
F. Military Leave of Absence
Any regular full-time employee who is required to render ordered military duty, shall be
granted military leave of absence pursuant to the Military Law. Any such employee shall, upon
returning to County employment within ninety (90) days following the date of hislher military
discharge, be reinstated at the same salary he would have received, including annual increments, had
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he been able to remain on the job.
SECTION 6. Personal Leave
A. All full-time employees who work a summer schedule of30 hours per week may be
granted seven hours per year personal leave.
. B. All other full-time employeesworking a regularly scheduled 40 hour week during
sumrrier months shall be entitled to twenty-four (24) hours personal leave per year.
C. In order to receive such leave, the employee must request from the Department Head,
or his or her designee, the leave at least two (2) days prior to taking such leave, except in an
em~rgency. Employees shall not be required to give a reason for the leave.
D. Personal leave remaining unused at the end of a calendar year shall be automatically
applied to sick leave accruals. .
E. In the event that an employee accrues hours equal to 165 days sick leave, said
employee may then apply unused personal days to sick leave accrual to hours equal to 200 days. An
employee may apply unused p~rsonalleave to sick leave accruals.
F. In the event of a family emergency, an employee may call in within 15minutes of the
beginning of their work day and request approval to use personal leave for a family emergency.
SECTION 7. Charges Against Benefit Time Accruals
Charges against employee's benefit accruals (ie~, sick leave, personal leave, vacation, etc.)
shall be on a quarterl)'.hour basis.
SECTION 8. Leave for Jury and Court Attendance
A. Leave of absence with pay for jury service or attending court for other than personal
reasons shall be granted. Compensation for jury duty, less travel allowance, is to be returned to the
County.
B. Employees who are selected for Jury Duty and who work the second or third shifts
shall be considered to be working days for the period of the jury duty. If the empJoyee is released
fromjury duty and still has three hours remaining in the work day (excluding lunch), the employee
shall be required to report to work. Employees shall be required to submit jury duty slips to the
department head. .
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SECTION 9. Tardiness
The employer may establish and publish rules establishing penalties for tardiness. An
employeewho is unable to report to work at hislher normal starting time is required to notify the
department head or his/her designee. In the event of severe storms or floods or similar
uncontrollable conditions affecting a group of employees, tardiness will be excused and not charged
against accumulated vacation providing, however, that the employee reports within two hours of
his/her scheduledstartingtime. . .
SECTION 10. Time Clocks
.
The following rules and regulations shall apply to all employees and failure to comply with
such rules may result in discipl~ action up to and including discharge:
A. Rules
1. Employees shall not clock-in in excess of 5 minutes prior to their scheduled reporting.
time.
. 2. Employees shall not clock-out earlier than two (2) minutes prior to their scheduled
lunch periods and shall not clock-in earlier than five minutes prior to the end of their scheduled lunch
period. .
3.
workday.
The employee shall not clock-out earlier than two (2) minutes prior to the end of the
4. No employee shall, at any time, for any reason, punch any time card other than their
own. A violation of this rule shall subject the employee to severe disciplinary action.
5. Any alterationsof any employee'stime card can only be, and must be, made by the
departmenthead.
6. . Employees who fail to report to work at the start of the work day shall be tardy.
Being tardy will not be tolerated and excessive, chronic or habitual tardiness will be the cause for
corrective or disciplinary action.
7. Except for employees who are performing fieldwork, any employee who leaves
Countypropertyto take a coffeebreak will be requiredto clock out and clock in. Employees shall
be paid for two (2) IS-minutecoffee breaks.
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ARTICLE VII
Part-Time Workers
A part-time employee is one who works, on a regular schedule, twenty (20) hours or more, .
but less than a full workweek, is identified as a line item in the budget; is entitled to health insurance
on the same basis as full-time employees, and is entitled to all other fringe benefits except longevity
on a pro-rata basis.
FORMULAS:
Part-Time Employee Vacation. Sick Leave. Personal Leave Accrual
~
48
80
hours worked .
hours in payroll period = 3/5 time proration factor
40
80
hours worked
hours in paYroll period = 1/2 time proration factor
40
70
hours worked
hours in paYroll period = 4/7 time proration factor
Penonal Leave Per Year
3/5 x 24 hours (3 days) = 15hours
1/2 x 24 hours (3 days) = 12hours
4/7 x 7 hours (1 day) =4 hours
Sick Leave Hour Accruals - Vacation Hour Accruals at Less than 5 Years Service
3/5 x 8 hours (1 day)
1/2 x 8 hours (1 day)
=5 hours
=4 hours
4/7 x 7 hours (1 day) = 4 hours
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Vacation Hour Accruals Per Month at 5.10 and 15 Year Rates
> 5-< 10 Years
3/5 x 10 hours (1 day) = 6 hours
1/2 x 10 hours (1 day)= 5 hours
4/7 x 8.75 hours (1 day) = 5 hours
10Years
3/5 x 12 hours = 7 1/2 hours
..-.
1/2 x 12 hours =6.hours
4/7 x 10 1/2 hours = 6 hours
15Years
3/5 x 16 hours = 10hours
1/2 x 16 hours = 8 hours
4/7 x 14 hours = 8 hours
Residential Health Care Facili
All part-time employees shall be formally schedule4- on any day for the actual number of
hours for which work performance is required.
ARTICLE VIII
Pensions and Health Insurance
SECTION 1.
A. All employees who became members of the New York State and Local Employees
Retirement System on or before June 30, 1976, shall be governed by the provisions of the Improved
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Career Retirement Plan as,set forth in Section 75-i of the Retirement and Social Security Law..
B. All employees who became members of the New York State and Local Employees
Retirement System on or before August 31, 1983, shall be governed by the pr<~visionsof the
Coordinated-Escalation Retirement Plan contained in Article 14 of the Retirement and Social
Security Law.*
C. All employees who became members of the New York State and Local Employees
Retirement System on or after September 1, 1983, shall be governed by the provisions of the
Coordinated Retirement Plan contained in Article 15 of the Retirement and Social Security Law. *
. The County has no authority to change or modify the benefits or obligations of the
Retirement and Social Security Law and as such, will comply with the provisions of law in
regard to these benefits as adopted by the Legislature and interpreted by the Courts.
SECTION 2. Health Insurance
All permanent employees shall be eligible for membership in the Fulton County Health
Insurance Plan or such other health plan as may be selected by the Employer pursuant to the tenns of
~sAgreemem. .
A. Except as provided in paragraph B hereof: the Employer shall pay the total cost of
the Fulton County Health Insurance Plan, selected by the Employer, for an individual employee and
75% of the cost for dependent coverage if selected by the employee. Effective July 1, 1998,
employees may enroll in theBlue Shield ofNENY Community Blue Plan, which plan shall provide
for the lowest employee co-pay for prescription drugs.
Effective January 1,2000, the County shall offer the New York State Empire Plan,
Core Plus Medical and Psychiatric Enhancements, with prescription drug rider which plan shall
provide the lowest co-pay for prescription drugs in place of Blue Shield of Northeast em New York
~~P~.
.
The County will not be required to negotiate the impact caused by unilateral changes
to benefits, co-payment provisions, or deductibles imposed by health insurance provider. The
County will provide proof to the Union that such benefits, co-payment provisions, deductibles
(riders/option) are no longer available by the carrier.
Upon sep~ation from service, employees shall receive health insurance through the
end of the month in which they leave service, except that all employees with more than ten (10)
years of service with the County, who voluntarily leave County employment, shall continue to
receive ~ealth insurance for one (1) month subsequent to the month in which they leave service
under the same terms as they receive health insurance as an employee (i.e., employee premium
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contributions).
B. Employees employed subsequent to October 1, 1985 (1) may, at their option.and
expense, be covered under the Fulton County Health Insurance Plan after thirty (30) days of
employment; (2) shall, at their option, be provided individual coverage toward the premium cost of
which the Employer shall contribute fifty percent (50%) thereof, increasing to one-hundred percent
(100%) after one (1) year of continuous employment; (3) shall be provided dependent coverage
toward the premium cost of which the Employer shall contribute fifty percent (50%) thereof.
Excludedhere from are the provisions of Section 3 and Section4 hereof. .
C. In the event of a change of the health insurance carriers, such change shall be made by
the employer after not less than sixty (60) days written notice to and c,onsultation with CSEA. The
te11PS"carrier" or "private cairier" shall include the County of Fulton under any self-insurance plan.
The benefits provided by the new canier shall be substantially equal to or better than the benefits
provided by the coverage in effect at the time of such change. Any private carrier must be approved
and licensedby the insurance departmentof the State of New York. .
D. From and after the date of the execution of this .Agreement for all retired employees,
the County will assume the payment of said retiree's health insurance premiums which become due
following the date of the execution of this Agreement, in accordance with the coverage (individual or
family)which the employee had at the time of retirement. .
E. Each employee eligible for the Fulton. County Health Insurance Plan may elect to
refuse participation in the Plan and provide for their own health insurance. Effective January 1,
2002, the Employer will place $62.50 in a trust account for each month that the employee is eligible
but does not elect coverage under the County Health Insurance plan. The employee will receive the
funds so accumulated by December 15th of each year or upon termination. In the event that
employees opt to return to the Fulton County Health Insurance Plan, they may do so in accordance
with the rules set forth by the Carrier.
F. The County will continuethe IRC-125 Plan for health insurancepremiums only.
SECTION 3. Disability Insurance
All employees will be covered by "Disability Insurance" as outlined by the New York State
Disability Plan -cost to be borne by the Employer. In the event that the Employer insures with a
private carrier, or elects to self insure, benefit~ will be equal to those of the New York State
Disability Plan.
SECTION 4. Dental Insurance
A. All employees will be covered by "Family Plan" dental insurance cost, to be borne by
the Employer. Benefits to be underwritten by CSEA Employee Benefit Fund.
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ARTICLE IX
Tenure
SECTION 1.
Employees in the non-competitive and labor classes shall be accorded the same rights that
competitive employees receive under the provisions of Section 75 of the Civil Service Law as it
relates to removal or suspension. The County agrees to send a copy of all notices of discipline to the
CSEA Local and CSEA Unit President within one working day of serving the employee with the
notice of discipline.
SECTION 2.
In the event of a layoff, labor class and non-competitive class employees, for a period of
twelve (12) months, shall be placed on a "preferred list" by title in the inverse order of seniority. For
purposes of this section, "title" shall mean the actual title occupied at the time of layoff and any other
title for which the employee is qualified. Preferred lists established pursuant to this section shall be
canvassed in rank order before any new employee is hired in a title for which such preferred list or
lists exist.
SECTION 3.
A. In the event of a layoff: employees in the noncompetitive and labor classes shall be
laid off by department and title in the inverse order of seniority and inverse order of class rank as
defined herein. Employees in a lower class rank shall be laid off first, by seniority. Class rank shall
be: .
1. Temporary employees
2. Part-time employees who regularly work less than 20 hours per week
3. Part-time employees who regularly work more than 20 hours per week
4. Full-time employees
B. Employees laid off may "bump" into a lower grade title within a recognized
promotional series, such as Laborer -Skilled Laborer -MEO -BEO, provided he/she is qualified for
the lower grade position, and is more senior than the lower grade employee.
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SECTION 4. Extension of Health Insurance Benefits
In the event of employee "layoff", the employer shall continue coverage of the employee's
health insurance for a period not to exceed 60 days from the termination date.
ARTICLE X
Promotions
SECTION 1.
, When an employee is promoted to a higher job classification, the employee will receive the
ra~ of pay commensurate with the rate the employee was receiving in, his/her former job
classification. (Employees promoted from the "start rate" shall receive the "start rate" of the new
position, employees being promoted from the "one year rate" shall receive the "one year rate" of the
new position.) An employee who is promoted and receives, the "start rate" of the new position will
begin receiving the "one year rate" upon reaching hislher first anniversary date of County
employment. The employer will post all promotional opportunities so that employees may have an
opportunity to apply for such positions.
SECTION 2.
A noncompetitive or competitive class employee who receives a provisional appointment to
another position within the County shall be allowed to return to hislher former position with full
seniority rights any time during the term of the provisional appointment or if the provisional
appointment does not result in a permanent appointment to the new position.
SECTION 3.
An eight week probationary period shall apply for employees who transfer to a new job
classificationwithin the bargainingunit. '
SECTION 4.
When vacancies for Unit positions are announced and posted, and no employees seek transfer
or reassignment, Unit employees who wish to be considered for promotion shall be allowed to bid
for such promotion. In such cases, seniority in County job titles in the department where such
vacancy exists shall be the determining factor when all other factors of qualifications for the position
are equal as determined by the department head and when not in conflict with Civil Service Law as it
applies to competitive class positions.
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ARTICLE XI
Transfers
There shaUbe no change in the salary of an employee who is transferred unless his salary is
below the approved minimum of the new position. If an employee is transferred to a new position in
a class having a higher salary range than the class from which he was transferred, such change shall
be deemed a promotion and provision governing promotions shall apply. If an employee is
transferred to a position in a class having a maximum lower than the minim~ of the class from
which the employee was transferred, such change will be deemed a demotion and all provisions
governing such shall apply. The Employer shall allow a transfer of similar titles from one
department to another with the consent of the department head where the vacancy exists.
ARTICLE XII
Reallocation
When an employee's position is reallocated to a lower class position, the employee shall be
permitted to continue at his present rate of pay during the period of incumbency (except in the event
of general service-wide reductions) but shall not be entitled to a salary increase.
ARTICLE XIII
Demotions
When an employee is demoted to a lower class position or at a rate which is within the
approved range for the lower class position or for the new class in which the position has been
placed, then the rate of pay shall be set by the Board of Supervisors.
ARTICLE XIV
Reinstatement
Employees who are reinstated within one year of their separation from COW1tyemployment
shall retain the seniority and accumulated benefits which they had at the time of their separation,
except for benefits which were adjusted at the time of separation. Vacation paid at the time' of
separation will not be recredited if reinstated.
.
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ARTICLE XV
Re-ClassificatioD Procedure
An employee who believes that they are continually performing out-of-title work is
encouraged to follow the Reclassification and Notice of Appeals section of the Department of
Personnel'sRules for the Classified Civil Service of Fulton County as referenced in Rule XXIII,
Sections 5 & 6.
Fulton County's Civil Service Rules govern the procedures for classification and
reclassification of positions in the classified service.
..~
Rule XXIII, Sections 5 & 6 reads as follows:
5. Reclassification. The appointing officer shall file a prescribed
form with the Personnel Officer whenever a permanent and material
change is made in the duties and responsibilities of any position.
Such form shall clearly describe in detail the changes which have
been made in the duties of the position. After an analysis of the
changes in the duties and responsibilities of the position, the
Personnel Officer shall allocate the position to an appropriate class, or
if no appropriate class exists, shall create a new class and prepare a
class specification for such position.
6. Notice and Appeals. Any appointing officer may make
application for the classification or reclassification of any position in
his/her department, or any employee in the classified service may
apply for a reclassification ofhis/her position. Such application must
set forth reasons in support of the requested reclassification, and must
show changes in the duties and responsibilities of the position since
the last determination with respect to its classification. The Personnel
Officer shall give reasonable notice of any proposal or application for
a change in classification to the appointing officer and to the
employee or employees affected thereby. Any person desiring to
submit facts orally or in writing in connection with the
reclassification of any position shall be afforded reasonable
opportunity to do so. The Personnel Officer shall then determine the
proper allocation of the position. No. employee, either by
classification or reclassification, change in title or otherwise, shall be
promoted, demoted, transferred, suspended or reinstated except in
accordance with the provisions of the Civil Service Law and these
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rules.
The provisions of this article are not grievable.
ARTICLE XVI
Appropriations for Positions
After a proposed position is classified or an existing position is reclassified as provided in the
rules governing the administration of the classification plan, the Board of Supervisors, or other
budgetary authority subject to the provisions of this rule, must appropriate funds for the salary for
such position before it may be officially established.
..~
ARTICLE XVII
Reciprocal Rights
The Employer recognizes the right of the employees to designate representatives of the
CSEA to appear on their behalf to discuss salaries, working conditions, grievances and disputes as to
the tenns and conditions of this Agreement and to visit employees during working hours. Such
employee representatives shall also be permitted to appear at public hearings before the local
legislative body upon request of the employ~e.
SECTION 1.
The CSEA shall have the right to post notices and other communications on bulletin boards
maintained on the premises and facilities of the Employer, subject to the approval of the contents of
such notices and communications by the Board of Supervisors or their designee.
SECTION 2.
The officers and shop stewards of CSEA shall have the right to visit the Employer's facilities
for the purpose of adjusting grievances and administering the terms and conditions of this
Agreement. Leave pursuant to this Section shall be granted provided it does not interrupt the
operating needs of the County.
SECTION 3.
The County shall allow a total often (10) days, with no loss of pay and without charge to any
accwnulated credits, to each of two designated delegates to attend CSEA conventions, meetings,
functions, etc. CSEA shall provide the Employer with a ten (10) day notice of intent to utilize this
contract provision. In addition to the foregoing, the "Local" president shall be granted 20 days as
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stipulated in this paragraph. Leave granted pursuant to this Section shall be subject to the approval
of the Director of Personnel and shall not be unreasonably withheld. Where the Board representative
is not the Local President, and where CSEA reimbmses the County for Board meetings, such days
shall not be charged to vacation or union release day credits.
SECTION 4.
The CSEA agrees to do its utmost to see that its members perform their respective duties
loyally, efficiently, and continuously under the terms of this Agreement. The CSEA and its
members will use their best endeavors to protect the. interest of Fulton County to conserve their
property, protect the public and to give service of the highest quality.
SECTION 5.
A. Ajoint Unit Labor-Management Committee shall be established and continue for the
length of this Agreement. This Committee shall consist of one representative of the Unit plus the
Local president and grievance chairman.
B. This group shall meet with the Chairman of the Personnel Committee and/or his
designeeand the departmentheads of the respectiveunits.
C. Meetings may be held as mutually agreed. CSEA and the County will exchange
agendas and names of representatives who will attend at least two weeks in advance of the scheduled
date of the meeting.
D. The purpose of these meetings will be for purposes of discussion and resolving
County-wideproblems or problems of mutual interest, includingbut not limited to flex time and
excluding grievancesalready in progress.
E. For the purpose of this Agreement, the units are the Residential Health Care
Facility, the County Office Building and the HighwayDepartment.
F. A joint Unit Labor-Management Health and Safety Committee shall be established
and continue for the term of this Agreement. This committee shall be composed of one
representative from each unit, Local president, the Chairman of the Board, the Chairman of the
Personnel Committee, the Personnel Director 8;Ildthe Clerk of the Board. The purpose of this
committee shall be to make recommendations to the Board relative to matters of employee health
and safety.
SECTION 6.
A. Employees have the right, upon prior written notice to the Director of Personnel to
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inspect their personnel folder. The folder may not be taken out of the office.
B. Employees have the right to be notified and to see any written reprimands or negative
recommendations before they are inserted in their folder.
C. Employees have the right to insert in the folder a written eXplanation or rebuttal to
any reprimand.
SECTION 7.
The County will provide for payroll deductions to accommodate employee membership in
the Fulton County Teacher's Credit Union.
...,
SECTION 8.
The CSEA Local or Unit President shall submit to the Director of Personnel a written list of
union officers and shop stewards. Failure to provide the list will result in the denial of union leave to
any employee whose name does not appear on the list.
.
SECTION 9~
Each employee will notify the Director of Personnel of any change in the employee's address
or phone number. P}lone numbers designated as unlisted will not be indiscriminately released.
ARTICLE XVIII
Savings Clause
All previous rules and practices in existence on December 31, 1987, and which are not
governed by the provisions of this Agreement, shall remain in full force and effect. It is expressly
understood that this provision does not apply to rules and practices which come into existence
subsequent to January 1, 1988.
ARTICLE XIX
Sever,ability
If the enactment of legislation or a determination of a court of final jurisdiction renders any
portion of this Agreement invalid or unenforceable, it shall not affect the validity of this Agreement
. which shall remain in full force according to the terms and in the same manner and with the same
effect as if such invalid portion had not been originally included therein. .
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ARTICLE XX
Dispute and Grievance Procedure
SECTION 1. Purpose
It is the intent of the County and the Association that all grievances be resolved informally or
at the earliest possible stage of this grievance procedure. However, both parties recognize that the
procedure must be available without any fear of discrimination because of its use. Informal
settlements at any stage shall bind the immediate parties to the settlement but shall not be precedents
in a later grievance proceeding.
SECTION 2. Definitions
A. A contract grievance is a dispute concerning the interpretation, application or claimed
violation of a specific term or provision of this agreement or other written agreements between the
union and the employer which affect the compensation of employees (such as utilization of overtime
rosters, etc). Other disputes which do not involve the interpretation, application or claimed violation
of a specified term or provision of this agreement, or the other agreements referred above including
matters as to which other means of resolution are provided or foreclosed by this agreement or by
statute or administrative procedures shall not be considered contract grievances.
B. An "employee" shall mean any person in the Unit covered by this Agreement.
c. The "Association" shall mean the CSEA, Inc.
D. An "aggrieved party" shall mean the employee or group of employees who submit a
grievance or on whose behalf it is submitted, the Association, and (when it submits a grievance), the
County.
E.
employees.
A "class grievance" is one that grieves a group or groups, class or classes of
SECTION 3. Submission of Grievances
A. Each grievanceshall be submitte~in writing and shall identify the aggrievedparty,
the provision of this Agreementinvolved in the grievance,the time when, and the place where,the
alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance existed, and, if known, the identity of the
.person responsible for causing such events or conditions and a general statement of the grievance
and redress sought by the aggrieved party.
B. The Association may submit any class grievance directly to the Personnel Committee
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of the Board, or their designee (Step Two).
c. The County shall present grievances to the President of the Association Local.
SECTION 4. Grievance Procedure
Prior to initiating a formal written grievance, an employee or the association is encouraged to .
resolve disputes informally with the appropriate immediate supervisor.
A. Step One.
The employee shall present the grievance to the department head or his/her designee no later
thfW thirty (30) calendar days after the date on which the act or omission giving rise to the grievance
occurred. The department head, or his designated representative shall meet with the aggrieved party
and issue a written decision not later than ten (10) working days following the receipt of the
grievance.
B. Step Two.
If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the response, or if no response is received within
the required period, the aggrieved may file the grievance to the Personnel Committee of the Board
within (10) working days. The Personnel Committee of the Board, or its designee, shall meet with
the aggrieved party and the Association and issue a written decision not later than twenty (20)
working days following receipt of the Step Two appeal. Class grievances submitted by the
Association shall commence at Step Two.
c. Step Three.
In the event that the union is not satisfied with the Step Two detennination, the union may
within twenty (20) work days after receiving the response, or if no response is rendered, refer the
grievance to binding arbitration through the Public Employment Relations Board. The parties shall
adhere to the rules of PERB regarding the selection of arbitrators.
The arbitration award must be rendered within thirty (30) days after the close of the ~earing,
unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the parties~ Any award requiring the payment of back payor
other monies may only award such payment up t~ thirty (30) working days prior to the filing of the .
grievance. '.
The arbitrator's power is limited to the express written provisions of this Agreement, and the
other written agreements referred to in Article XX, Section 2(a).
The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth his fmdings, reasonings and
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conclusions on the ,issues submitted. The arbitrator will be without power or authority to make any
decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is in violation of the
terms of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall have no power to alter, add to, or detract from, the
provisions of the Agreement.
The cost for the services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by the County and the
Association.
ARTICLE XXI
Employee Evaluation
-
All County employees shall be evaluated pursuant to the existing agreed upon procedure.
ARTICLExxn
Management Rights
SECTION 1.
Except as expressly limited by other provisions of this Agreement, all of the authority, rights
and responsibilities possessed by the County are retained by it including, but not limited to, the right
to determine the mission, purpose, objectives and policies of the County; to determine the facilities,
methods, means and number of personnel required; select, recruit, hire, appraise, train, retain, lay ort:
promote, determine qualifications of employees, assign or transfer employees; to direct, deploy,
utilize the work force, to decide the number and location of its businesses and service operations, the
business and service operations to be conducted and rendered, to maintain order and efficiency in all
its departments and operations, including the right to discipline employees.
SECTION 2.
The employer shall negotiate collectively and in good faith Withthe CSEA as sole collective
bargaining agent of qualified County employees in the determination of salaries and the terms and
conditions of employment and to enter into a written agreement with the CSEA.
SECTION 3.
The County may contract out for goods and services, so long as no permanent full-time
bargaining unit employee is laid off as a result of contracting out. Prior to contracting out for goods
and services, the County shall inform CSEA of the proposed contracting out, provide CSEA with
information regarding the contracting out specifications, including the cost of the work to be done by
County employees versus the cost of contracting out. The CSEA shall have the right to submit
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, written alternatives to contracting out, which will either be accepted or rejected by the County in
writi~. .
ARTICLE XXIll
Legal Aid
The Employer will continue to maintain "Legal Aid" including liability insurance to all
employees when charges against employees are incurred in the performance pf their duties. As
referred in Local Law No.2 of 1981, the County will provide a legal defe~e and indemnification for
liability for any act or omission of Fulton County employees while acting within the scope of their
duties.
.....
ARTICLE XXIV
Job Abandonment
An employee absent from work without authorization for ten (10) consecutive work days
shall be deemed to have resigned from his position ifhe has not provided a satisfactory explanation
for such absence on or before the eleventh (11th) day following the commencement of such
unauthorized absence.
ARTICLE XXV
Employee Resignation
A. An employee who resigns from employment with Fulton County shall give their
Department Head at least one (1) week advance notice of such resignation. Failure to give this
minimum notice shall result in the loss of payment for accrued vacation, except in the case of a '
resignation submitted in connection with a Notice of Discipline, in which event the Department
Head and the CSEA Local and/or Unit President may mutually agree to waive the one (1) week
notice requirement.
B. Upon separation of service, the employee's last paycheck may be held back one
payroll to ensurethat the employee has receivedproper compensation.
ARTICLE XXVI
Promotion Examination
The examination fee for incumbent County employees regarding Civil Service promotional
examinations shall be paid by the County. Employees who fail to show up and take the examination
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shall reimburse the County for the examination fee.
.
ARTICLE XXVII
Recoupment for Overpayment or Collection of Monies
. A. Whereinan employeeowesmonies (no lessthan $25.00)to the County,eitherdueto
the overpayment of monies, the failure of the County to make necessary payroll deductions, or due to
other reasons, the employee shall be notified, with a copy to the Union within ten (10) calendar days,
of the amount owed and the reason. The employee may object by appealing to the Personnel
Director, in writing, within ten (10) calendar days of receipt of the notice of monies due. Upon
request of the employee, the Personnel Director shall hold a meeting in order to verify that the
enwloyee owes the monies and to verify the amount owed. Upon employee request, the employee
shall be entitled to union representation. Any monies determined to be owed shall be paid back by
payroll deduction subject to any limitations of law. If the employee is not on the payroll, the
employee shall return the monies owed in installments detennined by the Personnel Director. If such
employee fails to make the necessary payments, the County may proceed for enforcement in Court.
Any employee who disagrees with the determination of the Personnel Director may commence an
Articl~ 78 proc~eding. Any deductions shall be made at the conclusion of the Article 78 proceeding,
if commenced.
B. Where it is detennined that an employee owes monies to the County, either due to the
overpayment of monies, the failure of the County to make necessary payroll deductions, or due to
other reasons, the employee may elect to pay back said monies by payroll deduction, subject to any
. limitationsof law, or by the reduction of vacation accruals,personal leave, compensatorytime, or
accrued holidays. The value of the accrued leave shall be deducted from the amount owed. Any
balance owed in excess of the value of the accrued leave shall be paid by payroll deduction, or, by
mutual agreement between the County and the employee, in monies. Election to use accrued leave
to payoff all or a portion of an overpayment of monies must be made in writing using a County
. approved form. In case of extreme hardship to the employee, the Personnel Officer and the
employeemay agree upon a repayment schedule. .
Once an employee elects to reimburse the. County by the reduction of accrued leave, said
election shall be irrevocable for the monies owed.
Under no circumstances shall an employ~e be permitted to use the value of sick leave.
ARTICLE XXVIII
Dress Code
Employees are expected to wear appropriate office attire. Overly ~asual clothing, such as t-
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shirts, faded and patched blue jeans, sweatshirts, and jogging suits are inappropriate items for work
in an office setting.
.
As representatives of County government working with the public and other professionals,
employees have an obligation to maintain reasonable dress standards.
ARTICLE XXIX
E-MaillInternet Policy
Acceotable Uses of the Internet and County E-mail
~ The Countyencouragesthe use of the Internet ande-mailbecausetheymakecommunication
more efficient and effective. However, Internet service and e-mail are County property, and they
are to be used only to facilitate County business. Every employee has a responsibility to maintain
and enhance the County's public image and to use County e-mail and Internet access in a
productive manner. The County has established the following guidelines for using e-mail and the.
Internet. Any unauthorized or improper use of e-mail or the Internet is not acceptable and will not
be permitted.
The Union shall have the right to use to the Email system to notify members of Union
business (excluding partisan political activity or electioneering).
Unacceotable Uses of the Internet and County E-mail
The County e-mail and Internet access may not be used for transmitting, retrieving or storing
any communications of a discriminatory or harassing nature or materials that are obscene or X-
rated. Harassment of any kind is prohibited. No messages with derogatory or inflammatory
remarks about an individual's race, age, disability, religion, national origin, physical attributes or
sexual orientation may be transmitted or forwarded using the County system. No abusive, profane
or offensive language may be transmitted through the County's e-mail or Internet system. The
County's harassment policy applies in full to e-mail and Internet use. Employees do not have a
personal privacy right regarding any matter created, received, stored or sent flom or on the
company's e-mail or Internet system or computers.
The County e-mail and Internet system ~so .may not be used for any other purpose that is
illegal, against County policy or contrary to the County's best interest. Solicitation of non-County
business or any use of the County e-mail or Internet system for personal gain is prohibited.
Rules for Electronic Communications
Each employee is responsible for the content of all text, audio, or images that he or she places
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on or sends over the County's e-mail or Internet system. Employees may not hide their identifies or
represent that any e-mail or other electronic communications were' sent from someone else or
someone from another company. Employees must include their name in all messages'
communicatedon the County's e-mail or Internet system. .
.
,Any messages or information sent by an employee to another individual outside the County
via County e-mail or Internet system (including bulletin boards, online services or Internet sites) are .
.
statements that reflect on the County. Despite personal "disclaimers" in electronic messages, any
statem~nts may be tied to the County.
All communications sent by employees via the County's e-mail or Internet system must
comply with all County policies and may not disclose any confidential or proprietary County
inf.ormation.
If employees receive unsolicited e-mail from outside the County that appears to violate this
policy, the employee should notify his or her supervisor immediately. Similarly, if any employee
accidentally accesses an inappropriate web site in the normal course of business, the employee
should notify his or her supervisor immediately.
Down1oadin~ Software
To prevent the downloading of computer viruses that could contaminate the e-mail or
Internet system, no employee may download software from the Internet without prior authorization.
Any and all software that is downloaded from the Internet must be registered to the County. For
authorization, please contact the system administrator.
Copyrif1;htand Trademark Issues
Copyrighted and trademarked material that does not belong to the County may not be
transmitted by employees on the County's e-mail or Internet system without permission from the
holder of the copyright or trademark. Every employee who obtains access to the other companies'
or individuals' materials must respect all copyrights and trademarks and may not copy, retrieve,
modify or forward copyrighted materials, except with pennission or as a single copy for reference
only.
System Security
The County reserves the right to routinely monitor how employees use e-mail and the
Internet. The County may monitor to measure cost analysis/allocation and the management of the
County's gateway to the Internet. All messages created, sent or received over the County's e-mail
or Internet system are the County's property and should not be considered private information. The
County reserves the right to access and monitor every message and file on the County's e-mail or
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Internet system. Despite .the existence of any passwords, employees should not assume that any
electronic communication is private. Highly confidential information or data should be transmitted
in other ways. .
Violations
Any employee who violates these rules or otherwise abuses the privilege of the County's e-
mail or Internet system will be subject to corrective action up to and including termination. If
necessary, the County also reserves the right ~oadvise appropriate officials of aJIYillegal activities.
ARTICLE XXX
Drug and/or Alcohol Testing
- All employees who operate County vehicles or who operate vehicles on County business who
have an accident while engaging in County business may be subject to drug and alcohol testing,
which shall be paid for by the County.
ARTICLE XXXI
Mandatory Legislative Language
Pursuant to Section 204-a of the Public Employee's Fair Employment Law:
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE
PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISIONS OF THIS
AGREEMENT. REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE
ACTION TO PERMIT IT'S IMPLEMENTATION
BYAMrnND~NTOFLAWORBYPRO~DrnG
THE ADDITIONALFUNDSTHEREFOR,SHALL
NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS
GIVEN APPROVAL."
ARTICLE XXXII
Duration
This Agreement shall become effective January 1, 2002, and shall tenninate at the close of
business December 31,2004. All provisions of this Agreement will remain in effect until the signing
of a new Agreement.
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Either party may notify the other of its intent to negotiate a new agreement no later than
September 15,2004.
FULTON COUNTY
CSEA LOCAL 818
~.-:"--~-~"'-
.---
FULTON COUNTY
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
g~c:~
Chairman, Fulton County
Board of Supervisors
-
Dat
.
ed~Y ofo 2003
~~~1
Linda Mosher, CSEA, c. LRS
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The Collective Barqaininq Unit shall be all employees employed by
the County of Fulton with the following exclusio~s:
Members of the Board of Supervisors
Cle~k of the Board (Dir. of Purchasinq and Public Relations)
Deputy Clerk/Budget Director
S~cretary to the Chairma~ of the Board
Printing Supervisor'
Highway Superintendent and Deputy'
Hiqhway Construction Supervisor
Riqhway Maintenance Supervisor
Hotor Equipment Maintenance Supervisor
Planninq Director
Senior Planner
Civil Engineer
County Historian
Administrator of Legal Defense of Ind. Def. System
District Attorney
Assistant District Attorneys
Confidential Secretary to the District Attorney
'I
"
,
,
,j
':I
"
County Attorney/Director of Workman's ~ompensation
Assistant County Attorney
, Confidential Secretary to the County Attorney'
Social Services Attorney
Assistant Social Services Attorneys
I' .
'
I
i;
, f
I ~'
It
Social Services Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner of Social Services
Director of Administrative Services
Director of Services '
Director of Financial Assistance
Accounting Supervisor (Grade B)
Social Services Information Systems Coordinator
County Clerk
Deputy County Clerk
'.'"
"
.~
I.
J:
I ..
Commissioners of the Board of Elections
Deputy Commi~sioners of the Board of 'Elections
'"'.
Probation Director I
P~ob~~ion,5upervisor
. . .. . . .
Director of Personnel
Personnel Assistant
Director, Real Property Tax Services Aqency
Director of Data'Processing
Veterans Services Aqency Director
Buildings and Grounds. supervisor
-Civil Defense Director/Fire Coordinator
Director of Community Services
, Supervising Staff Social Worker
Administrative Officer of Mental
Staff Social Workers
Alcohol Abuse Proqram Coordinator
Alcohol Abuse Counselor
Health
Public Health Administrator (Nursing Service)
Director, Patient Services (Nursing. Service)
. Supervisinq .P.R.H. (Nursinq Service)
Physical Therapist (Nursinq Service).
County Treasurer
Deputy County Treasurer
Assistant Deputy County Treasurer
Director of Weights and Measures
Director, PHC Program
Nursinq Home Administrator (Infirmary)
Assistance Administrator (Infirmary)
Infirmary Hed~cal Director
Infi~ary Physician
Pharmacist (Infirmary)
Physical Therapist (Infirmary)
Director of Nursing (Infirmary) .
Assistant Director o.f Nurs inq (Inf irmary)
Supervising Nurses (Infirmary)
Food Service Supervisor (Infirmary)
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance Supervisor
Nursing Services Training Coordinator
. . .
,.'
I
I
.
.
I
I
I
,
I
I
I
I
t
L
( I"nfirmary)
..
'"
Accounta"nt .
Dietitian Consultant
Director, Office for the Aqing
Director of Recreational Programs for Elderly
Consultant, Community Services.'"
Executive Director, Youth Office
TARP Counselor
.....
'-.~
2/25/03 APPENDIX "8" 35 hour week
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UNION. ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL HOURLY RATES 2002.2004 CONTRACT
3.00% 3.00% 2.00%
1/1/02 1/1/03 4/1/04
GRADE TITLE START/ONE YR START/ONE YR START/ONE YR
--
1 Activities Aide 9.32 / 10.96 9.60 / 11.29 9.79 / 11.52
Clerk
Food Site Aide
Ward Clerk
2 Data Entry Mch Operator 9.46 / 11.1 3 9.74 /11.46 9.94 / 11.69
Inventory Clerk
Telephone Operator
Typist
3 Account Clerk 9.71 /11.42 10.00 / 11.76 10.20 / 12.00
Account Clerk/Typist
Homemaker
Legal Typist
Mail & Stores Clerk
Photocopy & Mail Clerk
Real Prop Tax Service Aide
Transportation Aide
4 Case Aide 9.95 /11.71 10.25 / 12.06 10.46 / 12.30
Info & Referral Aide (OFA)
Stenographer
5 Account Clerk/Computer Support Aide 10.19 /11.99 10.50 / 12.35 10.71 I 12.60
Activities Leader
Crime Victim Services Assistant
Legal Clerk
Legal Stenographer
Medical Stenographer
Motor Vehicle Lie. Clerk
Senior Clerk
Senior Typist
~.
6 Aging Services Specialist 10.45 / 12.29 10.76 / 12.66 10.97 / 12.91
Public Health Program Assistant 1
7 Leisure Time Act. Director 10.70 / 12.59 11.02 /12.97 11.25 / 13.23
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Stenographer
8 Compo Operator/Prog Trainee 10.92 / 12.85 11.25 / 13.24 11.48 / 13.50
Employment Represent.
Printing Aide
Social Welfare Examiner
9 Senior Legal Clerk 11.24 / 13.22 11.58 1 13.62 11.81 1 13.89
Senior Legal Stenographer
Senior Motor Veh Lie Clk
10 Crime Victim's Advocate 11.48 1 13.50 11.82 / 13.91 12.06 / 14.19
Financial Investigator
Senior Printing Aide
11 Computer Operations Tech. 11.73 / 13.60 12.06 / 14.21 12.32 / 14.49
Medical Records Tech
Soc Serv Investigator (Fraud)
REMARKS:
1) Reso 53 (2/10/03) Reclassified Community Health Worker (Union Job Group M-4) to Public Health Program Assist
(Union Job Group AT-6) effective 2/10/03. (27 hrslwk)
10/2/02 35 hour week
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~UNION- ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL HOURLY RATES 2002-2004 CONTRACT
3.00% 3.00% 2.00%
1/1/02 1/1/03 4/1/04
GRADE TITLE START/ONEYR START/ONE YR START/ONEYR
12 Crime Victim Services Coordinator 11.07 / 14.19 12.43 / 14.62 12.67 / 14.91
MotorVehicle LicensE:)Supervisor
Sr. Social Welfare Examiner
Principal Account Clerk
Principal Clerk
Principal Legal Stenographer
Principal Stenographer
Principal Typist
13 Planning Aide 12.37 / 14.55 12.74 / 14.99 13.00 / 15.29
Tax Map Technician
14 Information Services Specialist 12.67 / 14.91 13.06 / 15.36 13.32 / 15.67
Sr. Social Services Investigator
15 Child Support Enforcement Coordinatol 13.01 / 15.30 13.40 / 15.76 13.67 / 16.08
16 Principal Soc Welf Examiner 13.38 / 15.74 13.78 / 16.21 14.05 / 16.53
Sr. Tax Map Technician
17 Caseworker 13.68 / 16.09 14.08 / 16.57 14.37 / 16.90
Employment Coordinator
Housing Coordinator
Medical Soc Worker Asst
Social Work Assistant
REMARKS:
2 10.52 / 12.38 10.84 / 12.75 11.06 / 13.01
3 13.35 I 15.70 13.74 / 16.17 14.02 I 16.49
4 Comp Programmer/Analyst 14.14 / 16.64 14.57 / 17.14 14.86 / 17.48
MH Clinical Therapist
Nutrition Services Manager
Planner
Probation Officer Trainee
Real Property Data Coord
Recycling Coordinator
Senior Caseworker
Staff Development Asst.
5 Case Supervisor, Grade B 15.33 / 18.03 15.78 / 18.57 16.10 I 18.94
Coord of Services (OF A)
GIS Administrator
Junior Civil Engineer
Senior Comp Prog/Analyst
Staff Development Coord.
6 Case Supervisor, Grade A 16.74 / 19.69 17.24 / 20.28 17.59 / 20.69
Long Term Care Coordinator
Probation Officer
7 Senior Probation Officer 17.76 / 20.89 18.29 / 21.52 18.66 / 21.95
10/2/02 35 hour week
ijlJUNiON - PROFESSIONAL & SUPERVISORY HOURLY RATES 2002-2004 CONTRACT
GRADE TITLE
3.00%
1/1/02
START/ONE YR
3.00%
1/1/03
START/ONE YR
2.00%
4/1/04
START/ONE YR
REMARKS:
10/2/02 40 hour week
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I]UNION. ADMINISTRATIVE & TECHNICAL HOURLY RATES 2002.2004 CONTRACT
3.00% 3.00% 2.00%
1/1/02 1/1/03 4/1/04
GRADE TITLE START/ONE YR START/ONE YR START/ONE YR
2a Data Entry Operator 9.46 / 11.13 9.74 / 11.46 9.94 / 11.69
3a Pharmacy Aide 9.71 / 11.42 10.00 / 11.76 10.20 / 12.00
Motor Eq. Parts Stockkeeper
4a 9.95 /11.71 10.25 / 12.06 10.46 / 12.30
10a 11.35 / 13.35 11.69 / 13.75 11.93 / 14.03
11a L.P.N. 11.68 /13.74 12.03 / 14.15 12.27 / 14.43
12a 11.88 / 13.97 12.23 / 14.39 12.48 / 14.68
13a Physical Therapy Asst. 12.32 / 14.49 12.68 / 14.92 12.94 / 15.22
Occupat. Therapy Asst.
Dental Hygienist
14a 13.69 / 16.10 14.09 / 16.58 14.37 / 16.91
15a Public Health Educator 14.14 / 16.64 14.57 I 17.14 14.86 I 17.48
REMARKS:
10/2/02 40 hour week
~UNION- MANUAL HOURLY RATES 2002 -2004 CONTRACT ~.
3.00% 3.00% 2.00%
1/1102 1/1/03 4/1/04
GRADE TITLE START/ONE YR START/ONE YR START/ONE YR
Mall Courier 8.19 / 9.63 8.43 / 9.92 8.60 / 10.12
2 8.42 / 9.91 8.68 / 10.21 8.85 / 10.41
3 Dishwasher 8.67 / 10.20 8.93 / 10.51 9.11 / 10.72
4 Cleaner 9.00 / 10.59 9.27 I 10.91 9.46 / 11.13
Community Health Worker
Dietary Aide
Food Service Helper
Laundry Worker
Personal Care Aide
Transfer Station Attendant
5 Custodial Worker 9.28 / 10.92 9.56 / 11.25 9.76 / 11.48
Home Health Aide
Physical Therapy Aide
Occupational Therapy Aide
6 Laborer 9.57 / 11.26 9.86 / 11.60 10.06 / 11.83
7 9.84 / 11.57 10.13 /11.92 10.34 / 12.16
8
8a Automotive Mechanic Helper 10.19 /11.99 10.50 / 12.35 10.71 / 12.60
Maintenance Worker
Nurse Aide
Skilled Laborer
9 10.52 I 12.38 10.84 I 12.75 11.06 / 13.01
10 Cook 10.82 I 12.73 11.14 I 13.11 11.36 / 13.37
Housekeeper
11 Dietetic Technician 11.24 / 13.22 11.58 / 13.62 11.81 / 13.89
12 Maintenance Mechanic 11.59 / 13.63 11.93 / 14.04 12.17 / 14.32
Motor Equipment Operator
Trail Maintenance Supervisor
13 Automotive Mechanic 11.99 /14.10 12.34 / 14.52 12.59 / 14.81
Heavy Equipment Operator
14 12.40 / 14.59 12.78 / 15.03 13.03 / 15.33
15 Equipment Maintenance Supervisor 12.87 / 15.14 13.25 / 15.59 13.52 / 15.90
Senior Maintenance Mechanic
Working Supervisor
16 Electrician 13.29 / 15.63 13.69 / 16.10 13.96 / 16.42
17 Solid Waste Operations Supervlsc;>r 13.83 / 16.27 14.25 / 16.76 14.54 / 17.10
REMARKS:
PROF SUPV 40 HR
10/2102
. 40 hour week
~
= =UNION- PROFESSIONAL & SUPERVISORY HOURLY RATES 2002.2004 CONTRACT
~
GRADE TITLE
--
3.00% 3.00% 2.00%
1/1/02 1/1/03 4/1/04
START/ONE YR START/ONE YR START/ONE YR
2a Buildings&Grounds MaintSupervisor 13.04 / 15.34
.
Buildings & Grnds Malnt Superv (RHCF)
13.43 / 15.80 13.70 / 16.12
REMARKS:
Page 1
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8AI'PENDJ:X C.
MEMORANDUMOF ACREEHENT
bY AND BETWEEN
TilE COUNTY OF FULTON
. AND TIIR
nlt.TON COUNTY GENKItAL UNIT. CSEJ\' LOCAL 818
or
'..
'w
. . '8he pa C't Les hereto agree to ..odlfy the January 1 # '. 19is" through
December 31. 1990 collective ., 1:'9"lnln9 aCJreement as follows:
l. Art1cle III, Section ](el 1s modi fled to 11\cludA employees
: .oe the Derattlftent, of. ~olld Waste.
,
2. Article IV. Section lfC) t '. Hew. paraC)raph to provide
as follows:
c. Dapartmeftt of Solid Waste Work Schedule.
....
The workday foC' employees of, the Department
of Solid Waste, except those employed at the
transfer: stations, shall cO.llenee between the
hours .of 6s00 A.H. and 9:00 A.M. The workday
Cor non-office personnel shall be eight hours
por clay, '11th one-half haul" for: lunch. The
workday for office peC'sannel, except the,emplayee
ass19ned to scale operations, shall be seven.
..
hours pee- day with one hour for: lunch.
Work schedules Iftay be . changed, exc~pt: J:n an
e.ecgency, upon reasa.nabl. notice and
consultation with the affected employees.
T". hours of operation at the transfer stations f
-..
and the workday for the Transfer Station
Attendants sha 11 be determlned by the Co~nty.
..
t-:mplayees aha 11 be 91ven reasonable not,!ce,
.
except In an .",,,u:CJenc:y, ot any changes 1n work
,
.
schedules.
-.
--7-
.,
J.' Article IV. Section 2 (AJ: New sentence to, he .addor1
I
p.-nvlcJe that efti(11oyees who norma 1 ty work less. than "forty hours
ad workweek, shall-be fi!liCJlble for overtimeafter WQrki~"9 forl:y
'"Irs i.I a workweek. This prov1sion aha 11 'not: apply _ to jS-hour'
kweek employees. who shall he pal" overt lme after 35 hours
.
a workweek.
4. Article V, Section 31ft. New provision to prov1de that
-Ioyees of the Depar III8ft.t.. of Solid Waste. shall rece'lve an
\
Iitional time and one-half for each ho~r worked.
5. The followln9 titles 8hal1 be excluded from the bal:C)alnlnC)
l: ~
l,lrector: of So11d Waste Hana9...nt
Deputy Director of Solid Waste Management.
The followinC) titles shall be included In the ,bacCJalnlnq
1:.:
Recycling Coordinator
Solid Waste Haintenance Super~lsor
1',1 : .r/ ~F'i
I
"'I"ON COUNTY LOCAL 818 DY WILLIAM
SOnf., PRESIDENT
~ d:.-:' . ~ #.-.-.
, I t. SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
I
,-------
..
-APPENDIX D-
. ~.
STIPULATION OF ACnEEMRNT ..' )
..
,~ .\ .
. .
WIIERE:'.S, '.he County of FuJ tOI1 and CSf:A '.oca 1 R18 a r,.
I';trt lea to ,,'c"llective barqainlnq 89reement".c:overJnq v,.,.loul;
em,,'1"yeea of the County of F"ulton, l.ne ludl'ng lIome Ilea Il:h
1\J d,uI I .
~
, .
. WIIRRF..\S, the County must provide nome lIealth Aide coveraq"
seven days p~r weekI
WffF:ttEAS. CSBJ\Local 818 has indicated to thft Cntlnty
I hat the. 1.I1cuaabent 1I01lle lIealt.h Aldes have expressed tl,,~
""'"J re
ltC'I: 1.0 'perr~r"'weeJcenCl duty nol:' work certain other' overtlmn:
.
', \
WIlt:REA5, \he parties have met to neCJo'~I."1.1! cnncernJn9
I hI! I "aue of Achedu \1"9 Ita Ilea llh Alc.1es I
'
NUN TURRf:FORE, the partl.. ..tltU~lly 8gree .u. Collnws t
M'"
I . Cf;£A Local 818 8CJrees that the County mAY C:Clnt:rn~t
f,"I~ wlth Catholic FaMily Sel:vic.s for the' rrovlc11nq uC nOlll4
",,"lth Ale1. coverll'- 8. provldec1 bee-e,ln. .InJtlltLJy. Cathnl1t:
f"l.IflliIv Services shall pro91de one Itome lIeatl:11 Aide t.n r."c1er
st!rv ices [or the County each weekend. In ac1dl t.lun. CSf:1\
I.()(:a 1 818 Ita S Agreed tha t incumbent 110me Ilea I th A lc1es lIIay
hnvf! their work schedules chanqec1 to provlt1e weqkencl coverage
l1y n .nome' l1e",lth Alde on a rota tine) baR is "l1Ionq InC\.I...h-11t
full-time lIome lIealth' Aides. Catholic Fanil1y 5ervJ t:e9 wi J l
at\.empt. to provide additional lIome lIe81th Aide c:overage for
w~f!ke'It(18. .
2. (.et:F:/\ l.oca 1 818 agrees that the CO\lnt.y ltIav en,,' rae!:
<'\11: "lLh Cat hol1c: Falftili- Servlcetl t.o provltl.. II(Jme .."" 1\h
"i,I" cnvnrnq~ Monday throuq" Fr: Ic1ay to c:~vC"r rnr nhftClnr:.."
nr incumbenL IIUIII8 lIealth Al,les IIuch as on hollcl.:lj8!11. vacations.
n i c:k I eave! an,1 cOlllpensatory time 8 t t 111 nqr"f!fl thn t I he
""r "1.11ft" RhA1l. 1n 1to!a.] 1V he 0 r:(et'f!c1 to Ca t.ho 1i c: F~...' i,. ~'" v:l f.,!q(1.oior: lo beinC) oCeered .to nome n,alt.h I\ides ellll,loyec1 hy the
Cnunty.
]'. The parties aqree that if Cath"J Ir.: famIly !=ervi ces
c:tl1not . "rov Lt1e the 11~lfte. lIea1th Alde serv J t:fUi itR .rt!tt" I red
,
herein. tha t a permanent full-time 1I0llle l1ea1th AJdf! wII\
I~ ea'led In to work overtlme.
ell..
4 . '-he c,~':unty aqre.es that lIome' Itea 1lh AIf1f1!11!C:hr811 hI!
rlttlihle 10 eiU" com['ensatory time [or wnrk ('Vf!~ ~n hO'.lrR
I" II worlC\",",~1c a."1/or 8 hour s 1n a workdny c:r'n'~' sat.,.."t
w, Lh
the rll:0vl~l(Jn$ ~'C Lhe collec:tive bar9ainlnC) 8CJt:erntf!ut-
..
o:t
I
I
~
I
.
I
,
I
I
I
I
I
I
-..
. ..
..
.
.
,
:
1
I
II
t
;
~
;
.'
\Ii :
~I
Ii:
~'
.
\:
'II!.~.
....
.
.
. .
.
5. .Th" pa rtles 8CJree tha t . the wo~Jcwe41cr0r: nome flea 1th .
1\l,los aha J.. be c:hanqed to Sunday through' Saturdc'Y,
'..
,. This "9reeftlent shall c9ntlnu~. until. superceded bV.
nnv succe~~(1r 89reelllent. Bither: party mav request to reopen
lIt!ql'tlatlolls on the issue of lIome ..d.lth AIc1e schedullnq.
ul,on thirty .30) <Jays notice.'t .:
nATF.D: 1/4f1
.. t.
" ii' - e.,'.. ' -- ~~., ... /'j" . - ... e..'~ {t~Q.e;
ccjUN;:Y.WF~i:Tmr .
I .
Y~~' tf:~~,.
CS EJ\ LOCAl. 8 0
..
\
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.
.. .
..
.
,
.
.
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., ~r :"II ....,\
.
.~
~. ."..;. ,
.
~~v" ~ t .:.'- . i',' .....J--1..sIl ',-
Cltnnid¥.: ti! '~~tni1
\. cttU"TY 8Ui~O'NG..1
JOIt~~1oWt.:~ V~nK.t'2aI5
~ '. t. ,;: ~"').
.
~\'. ~iJ\\~"':.
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"APPENDIX e"
,j.
..
.
EJllh rIlJ/"~",
1'."onn,I 01"1:10'
1'~'Jn""" Ql/ict
PI."",: J 18/7"2.4714
162./1' D4'
, .
.. Decemb~ r .l"~ ~'~.6
Hemo~andu. of agreement between the County of Fulton and CSEA
Local 818 Infirmary Unit. .
~
-the County 1s granted an exemption from posting r8'1ulr:ements
for all temporary vacancies vhlch vill not exceed two (2)
months du~ation.
-the County agrees to protect the permanenl position of
a permanent employee. who accepts a temporary appointment
to a vacancy which exceeds two (2) months ~uratlon.
.
.
-the seniority. of 8 per:manent part-time worker who bids
fn~ . sh1ft/position vacancy which exceeds two (2) months
duration vill be celculated by dete~lnln9 the total ac-
cumulated scheduled In-job~tltle work hours commencing
from the date of p.~anent appointment.
.
'n,._
-CA..o'!iJ.&'J-.e.U,
~7;'ftt.' Inf.Lr~aC'y 'Unlt .
.
..
.
e
..,
.
. -
-JI..'.
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APPENDIX "F"
STIPULATION Or AGREE"£Nf
IY AND BETWEEN
')sE COUNTY OF J'ULTON.
AND rHE ,~
'.
,
..
FULTON COUNTY GENERA~ UNIT. CSEA LOCAL Bit
MH£I£AS th~ p.rtJ.~ ~.,.to ~r. ci9n.tarJet ta I col18ctive b.r.~iftift'
.,~ ft\ for \b. tera ~.ftu.ry 1. '991 through le'..b.~ 21.
"'3. ~ft.
WHEREAS,Artlcl. 111. G.ctlo~ 2 of "hi cQllectl¥c b~.9~lftlft. ~9r~O..ft\
Drovjdes th.t -Ill e8plo,ees In \h. 'Ir'llnin9 unit r8quar8d b7 lh. CQU~ty'
ta r', 11\811_~'If 'u,.~ , 11 t'ec.lve . \lnjfo... :&110..."c. 01 -200.00 pet'
'
..r8 and . . . ..t .
\
WHEREAS. \h. ..~lay.t. .t tbe Fulton Caunty D.p.rlatnt of Solid M..t.
.,s." to utJII.. . uni1or8 ~crvi,"v ,... I av.. "t ,.,-wlvA..' th. 4.1"'''0''.
.1IQ~Aftc. .1 ,rovided 'b~ the collective blr91'nin, A,r.eatft\, In.
. ...do
NOW,t,. p.r\,.. her. to At'.. .~ fal1o~'t
'I. The Coun'1 a', 0" en ",I,t.."\11 basis, to Iftt,., ,,,to ...
&9r nt far tft. Dravidin9 uf untfar., to ..,lay.., ~t '~e fulton
County D.,Arta'ft.t 01 Solid W~.t.. Tbe prOVSdjluJ of the unifo,.,
.1\4111 b. in 1'.\1 ft' "48'11",_., r.t.ivin, the 1200.00 ,1I,,10r.
illa..nce .S D,avS'.d b~ Articl. IJI. SectSoft 2 of the col1ectivi
b~rQliftin,.".'8,"t.
2. Th.,A,tl.. .".. \hitIn no .~.nt ~h~11tft8 Countyb, ,.quir.d to
p., 80" \b.n 1200.00 p.r ,..r ,,, __"0'... Anycost In "C841 a1
1200.00 Jer ,e.r te' '.0107.' .hal1
'e botne by \h. ..,lo7e.~.
3. The Coun\7 8.'. In ats '.~I. discretion Iftd ~t\h at 1..~\ 30 d.,~
ftotic. to CSEA LacAt 818. tlrainlt. the cont,.ct WI\h th. unifat.
,.,vlce. Such d.ci~ioft it not tu'j.ct to \he "iev.ncI ,rOcedu,...
4. Th. tOUAt1 .b~11 not b. resPQn~lblt for In, .'obl~.~ c.u~td by th8
v_ft~n. r_,~~d'ft' th_ Dravidin, of \~. untfor.,.' any Droblees I'.
to ,. .ddr d bel_.'ft th. ,.,101..'_ CSEA .nd tbe v.ftdar.
,. tbe 'roVldi", of th. Uh!tora,
"
the v,"dor ,h~11 nat b8
~oft.id.".cI at' 'ftf"rc.~..t. J~.t .rac:t,c. or t ..,,,I r"."i I' in.. ..I
..ploy_ent .nd ,hAlt.D. It th. .01. .iic,..tlan ar t~, County.
6. rft'. ~,r...eftt (onstitute. tft. iul1 a" ,l ., ~ftd bet...n thep4rti...
~
"
DATCD. .J."UI'y,$ . 1993.
~
.
.
J4//_.~;V-::__' ~.//V4d,,:--
.
'
CSEA CCNN".a' 'ULrON
~
..
./
.- .
APPENDIX --C"
"
0"
,
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
.
..
~.
The County of Fulton (hereinafter, the "County8) and the
".Fulton County .GeneJ:lal Unit, CSEA Local 818 (hereinafter, the
. . ... '. .
-. ~ .
"CSEA") are parties to a Collective Bargaining Agreement (the
"Agreement") for the te~ ~anuary 1, 1991 to December 31, 1993.'
~
The County and the C~EA wish to m~dify the Agreement with
respect to certain terms and conditions 'attectlnq employees of
the County Infirmary, as tollows:
1. The County, acting through the Infirmary, will develop a .
per diem pool of nurses aides who would be called in ~o
substitute, on a temporary basis, for regular 'staffnurses aides
when there is an insufficient number. ot regular staff nurses
aides available to properly attend to the needs of the Infirmary
and its patients.
2. The County will enter into a contract with. Kimberly
Quality Care to provide the County with nurses aides, "in che
event. that the County Inf~rmary is unable to meet. adequate
staffing levels.
3. The nurses aides provided by Kimberly Quality Care would.
only be called upon in t.he event that the Infirmary
-.
~ Administrator, after canvassing all reqular, s,taff nurses aides
and then all available per diem, temporary "nurses aides, 1s still
.
'f'
unable to adequately st.aff the IRf1rmary.
"
,of
--- '--
All decisions with respect to adequate staffing levels
in the sole discretion of the County.
.
. .
This agreement will cover a 6-month trial period which5.
~
will commence effective on the date th1s a.reement 18 sllned by
both parties.
s. .The.Co~~Y and CSEA aaree'to mee~ sometime durin. the
. .. ..
.-.~-"""'"'
.
2nd quarter of 1993.and review the termS and conditions of this
memorandum of asreement.
.
..J4
"" Asreed upon this I¥ day of December, 1992.
co~ FULTON
8)':
-
~~~". - c.?' . By: ..JI..,;U...;~
~
~
CSEA. INC.
4/22/03
APPENDIX "H"
SIDE LETTER ~
The County agrees that employees in the County Department in DSS will be allowed the use
of County vehicles, if available.
.....
43
c...
Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
143 Washington Ave., Albany, NY 12210
DaMY Donohue, President
,..;j..~
~
